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www.powershot.com



There is a new way to communicate visually. Digital photography combines the precision of photography with the interpretive versatility of painting and the speed of the Internet. The best features of this exciting technology are combined in Canon’s



new PowerShot G1. Its user can do more with an image, and more quickly, than could ever be done in the past. With its easy, USB connectivity to your PC or Macintosh and its bundled software, the PowerShot G1 encourages unlimited visual experimentation.



For all the brilliant newness of its technology though, this camera feels entirely familiar to the photographer’s hand. It has the solid ergonomics of the renowned Canon EOS cameras, along with a large, bright LCD viewscreen and large information display. Even the shutter



release has been engineered to feel and sound like a conventional film-based camera. Its high image quality, rich range of features, ease of operation and range of available accessories make the PowerShot G1 an important and versatile instrument for serious photographers.



Show Off Your World



Photo Realism



3.34 M Pixels



A WEALTH OF VISUAL DETAIL The PowerShot G1 was designed from the beginning to lead its class. Its image sensor is a 1/1.8-inch CCD with 3.34 megapixels. The maximum resolution of 2,048 x 1,536 pixels is dense enough to produce superior prints up to 8x10 inches. A high-performance complementary-color mosaic filter array assures unsurpassed low-light sensitivity with less noise than conventional RGB arrays.



CANON CLARITY IN A DIGITAL WORLD The key element in creating clear pictures is still the lens, and the design of photographic lenses has always been an area where Canon has excelled. The PowerShot G1’s 3x power zoom lens clearly demonstrates Canon’s mastery in this area. At a finger’s touch, it can span a range from 7mm to 21mm — the equivalent of 34-102mm in a 35mm camera. A built-in digital tele converter (2x/4x) enables seamless zooming up to 12x magnification.



FASTER SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR A “CAMERA-LIKE” FEEL Fast signal processing eliminates one of the compromises of digital photography: the choice between long image processing times and poor image quality. Canon’s exclusive digital signal processing IC (Integrated Chip) preserves fine detail, while buffer memory reduces the interval between shots in single capture mode to about 1.8 seconds. In continuous mode, up to 10 high-quality JPEG images can be taken at 1.7 images per second. RAW mode — which uses lossless compression for maximum quality images — has been improved so that it occupies less memory than earlier systems.



Digital 12x Zoom



34mm*



Optical Zoom Digital Zoom



3x * Approximately equivalent to 34-102mm in the traditional 35mm film format



102mm*



12x



EOS-LIKE SHOOTING MODES INCREASE CREATIVE CONTROL One of the capabilities that has made Canon and the EOS series desirable to professional photographers is the incredibly broad range of shooting modes to respond to the demands of all sorts of shooting situations. The PowerShot G1 offers seven Image Zone modes to reflect specific needs and four Creative Zone modes to give greater control to the photographer.



CREATIVE ZONE Manual The user has complete control, setting both aperture and shutter speed.



Aperture Priority The user sets the aperture, thus controlling depth-of-field. The camera selects shutter speed.



Auto The camera sets all parameters for the user.



Pan-focus Fixed focal length (wide-end) and hyperfocal distance setting is used for maximum depth-of-field. Since AF is not executed, shooting speed is faster. Portrait To obtain background blur, the camera opts for a larger aperture.



WIRELESS AND PC REMOTE CONTROL You can use the supplied wireless controller to take self-portraits and to operate many key functions from distances up to 16.4 ft. from the camera. Remote picture-taking via a PC is also possible using the newly developed RemoteCapture software bundled with the camera.



IMAGE ZONE



Shutter Speed Priority The user sets the shutter speed. A slow shutter speed — up to 8 sec. — is possible, and clear thanks to a new noise reduction system. The slow speed is useful for low light.



Landscape For foreground and background focus, the camera opts for a smaller aperture.



Program The user sets almost all parameters, within which the camera selects aperture and shutter speed.



Night Scene Background exposure is combined with slowsync flash for a subject in front of a night scene or sunset.



Shooting Modes



BW Black and White The camera sets the color saturation to zero for more readable text information or black-and-white photo effect.



Stitch Assist This allows an easy-to-execute and precise combination of images for a panoramic effect.



Movie The user can take up to 30 seconds of full-motion video with monaural sound. (QVGA (320x240) video clips at 15 frames/sec.)



FOCUS ON YOUR SHOT, NOT YOUR CAMERA



GET EXACTLY THE EXPOSURE YOU INTENDED



The TTL (through-the-lens) autofocus system uses the CCD sensor to adjust focus, thereby eliminating the need for additional sensors and reducing shutter release lag time. It provides versatility as well as speed, allowing for One Shot AF to save battery power when the user is viewing through the optical viewfinder, or Continuous AF which maintains



When your shooting situation demands greater control or more creative effects than the camera’s automatic exposure will produce, Exposure Compensation enables you to adjust ambient exposure up to plus or minus two full stops, in 1/3-stop increments. Flash Exposure Compensation lets you control flash illumination independently for better control in fill-flash situations. In Automatic Exposure Bracketing mode, the camera automatically captures 3 consecutive frames at normal, over- and underexposures according to the camera’s meter. AE Lock enables you to lock in perfect auto exposure and flash settings before you take the picture, and is particularly effective for off-center compositions in combination with spot metering and focus lock.



a focused image on the LCD monitor at all times. An additional option is Manual Focus, which is especially useful in macro, sports and wildlife photography when you want to prefocus on a specific part of the subject or to capture action when the subject comes into the frame. Minimum shooting distance has been reduced to just 2.3 inches from the front of the lens for outstanding macro capability.



MEASURE LIGHT THE WAY YOU SEE IT Select the metering system that suits your shooting situation: Spot Metering for subjects shaded from, or brighter than, their background; Center-weighted Averaging for subjects in motion against an evenly-lit background, for example.



One Shot AF



Continuous AF



SETTING ISO AND WHITE BALANCE The PowerShot G1 gives you a familiar guide to sensitivity levels by relating them to the ISO settings you’re already used to. In Creative Zone modes, select exposure sensitivity that corresponds to ISO 50, 100, 200 or 400. A new “flash” white balance setting supplements the usual daylight, overcast, tungsten and fluorescent settings. You can even set a custom white balance by using a sheet of white paper under a specific light source. The custom balance is then stored in memory.



Tungsten Light



LIGHT UP YOUR PICTURES



+1/3



±0



Spot Metering



Fluorescent Light -1/3



The PowerShot G1 has two methods of providing flash. The built-in flash features five shooting modes: constant On, constant Off, Auto, Red-Eye Reduction Auto, and Red-Eye Reduction On.



without Red-Eye Reduction



Because the built-in flash is limited to direct illumination at a maximum range of 14.8 feet, an external hot-sync shoe connection, compatible with Canon’s EX-series Speedlites, allows the possibility of longer range and greater control of lighting quality.



LONGER-LASTING POWER A new high-capacity lithium-ion battery gives the PowerShot G1 a long operational period, and can be recharged in the camera body when needed. The camera can also run on household current or your car’s battery with the use of the proper adapter.



The Joy of Photography



Intuitive Operation



FRAME FAST, CHECK INSTINCTIVE SHOOTFOCUS FAST ING IS BUILT-IN



STRESS-FREE,QUICK FEELS JUST LIKE PICTURE-TAKING A CANON



The built-in color LCD monitor is unsurpassed for accurate framing, image previewing or instant playback. TFT (thin film transistor) technology delivers a detailed, colorful image within a 1.8-inch frame. Brightness and contrast are exceptional, thanks to Canon’s innovative white LED backlight, which also consumes less power than conventional fluorescent backlighting systems. Rotating the LCD through its wide range of viewing angles lets you compose shots in a lot of different situations: overhead or close to the ground, or waist-level shooting, for a few examples.



One challenge was to reduce the delay between pressing the shutter button and starting the exposure. With the PowerShot G1, autofocus and metering are completed within 0.7 seconds after the shutter button has been pressed halfway. Pressing the shutter button down all the way after this step has been completed causes exposure to begin a mere 0.07 seconds later, exceeding the performance of all previous PowerShot cameras. Additionally, increased buffer memory allows you to keep on shooting continuously for a longer period before processing has to take place.



The Main Dial and Mode Dial are stacked together, with power ON/ OFF, playback and PC mode settings on the lower dial and shooting modes on the upper dial. A four-way Omni Selector gives you fast access to frequently used functions like zoom in or out, or image selection during playback. An advanced Graphical User Interface (GUI) uses the LCD monitor to instantly display clear indications of the camera’s settings and status, and enables fast selection of advanced features and functions. The PowerShot G1 also includes a multilingual display feature, which allows the user to select the display to appear in any of 5 languages (English, Spanish, French, etc.).



The PowerShot G1 was specifically designed to feel familiar to users of film-based cameras. Users of film-based cameras are accustomed to the sound of the shutter alerting them to the completion of a shot. The PowerShot G1 uses a virtual shutter sound to alert you when a shot is completed. The volume of the sound can be adjusted in five steps from silent to loud. For real-image zoom viewfinding, the large, bright optical viewfinder provides an accurate reflection of the camera’s zoom lens setting. It allows fast and easy framing, and the built-in variable diopter adjustment customizes the view for each individual user.



Expand Your Capabilities



Powerful Options



SPEEDLITE



I/F Cable IFC-200MC



• 550EX



RS-422



• 420EX • 380EX



Wireless Controller WL-DC100



• 220EX



I/F Cable IFC-200PCU USB



• Wide Converter WC-DC58 • Tele Converter TC-DC58



I/F Cable IFC-200PCS



• Close up Lens 250D 58mm



RS-232C



AD-PC98



Windows/Macintosh



• Conversion Lens Adapter LA-DC58



AV Cable AV-DC100



TV/Video



Digital Printer CD-300



Charge Adapter/Car Battery Cable Kit CR-560 CF Type I/II Car Battery Cable CB-560 Charge Adapter CG-560



PCMCIA Card Adapter Li-ion Battery BP-511 Windows/Macintosh



Compact Power Adapter CA560



Comprehensive System SYSTEM ACCESSORIES You can expand the capabilities of your PowerShot G1 with these optional accessories.



Close-up Lens 250D 58mm To move in very close to your sub-



Wide Converter WC-DC58 Want to go wider than the zoom lens will go? The wide conversion lens offers a focal conversion ration of 0.8x. That means that you can broaden the reach of the camera’s lens to 28mm for sweeping views. This accessory lens requires Conversion Lens Adapter LA-DC58.



ject, attach this lens at the end of the PowerShot G1 zoom. At any focal length, the close-up lens enables you to photograph a subject as close as 4.7 inches from the front of the lens. This accessory lens requires Conversion Lens Adapter LA-DC58.



Wireless Controller Self-portraits were never simpler. Set the camera to the Self-timer mode, turn the LCD monitor so you can see it from the front of the camera and use the wireless controller to zoom in or out and snap your picture. Included in the camera kit, but also available as a separate accessory.



EX-Series Speedlites Tele Converter Lens TC-DC58 At the other end of the focal spectrum, the tele converter lens adds its conversion ratio of 1.5x, giving you a long view of the world at 150mm. This accessory lens requires Conversion Lens Adapter LA-DC58.



The PowerShot G1 has an external hot shoe which will accommodate the EOS Speedlites 220EX, 380EX, 420EX and 550EX as well as Off-Camera Shoe Cord 2. All of the external flash units add more brilliance, range and speed than you can achieve with only the camera’s built-in flash.



Charge Adapter/Car Battery Cable Kit Operate your camera from your car battery when you’ve lost battery power, or use the car to recharge one or two lithium-ion batteries as you drive. The charge adapter can also be used on household current.



CONNECTIVITY The PowerShot G1 records and stores image data on CompactFlash™(CF) memory cards Type I or II in your choice of CCD Raw Mode (lossless compression) or in “Superfine,” “Fine” or “Normal” JPEG modes of compression. The more compressed the signal and the smaller the stored image, the more images can be stored in the CF’s memory. And, move up to an IBM® 340MB Microdrive™ for the ultimate in digital storage. When images are stored in RAW mode, adjustments can be made to white balance, contrast, sharpness and color saturation with the USB and RS-232C TWAIN Drivers or Plug-In Modules as well as the ZoomBrowser EX and ImageBrowser software bundled with the camera. Connectivity to either Windows or Macintosh computers is accomplished with USB connectors, the industry standard for most new computers. For users who are working with older computers, the RS-232C serial interface is supported and cables for either PC or Macintosh are optionally available. In fact, you can create high-quality prints directly from the PowerShot G1 without any computer interface at all. Simply insert the CF card from the camera into the optional Digital Printer CD-300 and create 4x6 glossy prints, stickers, labels, and postcards.



SOFTWARE ZoomBrowser EX/ ImageBrowser ZoomBrowser EX is specific to Windows-based computers; ImageBrowser to Macs. Both programs feature easy downloading, browsing, archiving, photo retouching and slideshow functions. Both programs also enable automatic resizing and attachment of an image to e-mail.



The composite image may be horizontal, vertical or 2x2. Depending on the anticipated use of the composite image, either cylindrical or flat imaging can be selected.



Supplied Accessories



For Windows systems only, this program provides auto layout printing with a rich variety of background templates. It also allows you to insert text anywhere on the page.



PhotoStitch PhotoStitch 3.1 enables the creation of panoramic shots composed from a sequence of images.



*Also available as an optional accessory.
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RemoteCapture



PhotoRecord



I. CompactFlash Card FC-16M* J. Wireless Controller WL-DC100 K. Lens Cap L. Case for CompactFlash Card (Not Shown) M.User’s Manual (Not Shown) N. Battery Pack Case (Not Shown)



A. PowerShot G1 Body B. Neck Strap NS-DC100 C. Video Cable AV-DC100* D. Interface Cable IFC-200PCU* E. Digital Camera Solution CD-ROM F. Adobe PhotoDeluxe CD-ROM G. Lithium Battery Pack BP-511* H. Compact Power Adapter CA-560*



Using a USB-interface PC and RemoteCapture 1.1, it’s possible to control the camera remotely from a computer. Remote control operations that can be performed are shutter release; lens zooming; confirming camera parameters; setting white balance, resolution/ JPEG compression, macro, flash and exposure compensation; setting recording to CF or not. The PowerShot G1 is also bundled with selected third-party applications, in particular Adobe Photoshop 5.0 LE for photo retouching and Apple Quick Time 4.1 for movie playback.



Canon Solutions
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Optional Accessories



Wide Converter WC-DC58



Tele Converter TC-DC58



Close-up Lens 250D 58mm



Conversion Lens Adapter LA-DC58



Charge Adapter/Car Battery Cable Kit CR-560



Off-Camera Shoe Cord 2



Speedlite 550EX



Speedlite 420EX



Speedlite 220EX



CompactFlash Card: • FC-16M • FC-30M • FC-48M Semi Hard Case PSC1000



IBM® 340MB Microdrive™



Specifications



Nomenclature Hot Shoe



Mode Dial Main Dial Continuous/Self-timer Wireless Controller Button Shutter Button



Display Panel Optical Viewfinder Window



Zoom Lever Remote Sensor



Flash



Microphone



AF Auxiliary Light Emitter/Red-Eye Reduction Lamp Self-timer Lamp Terminal Cover Ring



Strap Holder Lens Battery Cover Battery Lock



Battery Lock



Type: Compact digital still camera with built-in flash and 3x optical zoom lens plus 2x/4x digital tele-converter. Image Capture Device: 3,340,000 pixel, 1/1.8 inch charge coupled device (CCD). Color Depth: 8 bits x 3 colors (10-bit signal processing). Resolution (Recording Pixels): 640 x 480 pixels (Small), 1024 x 768 pixels (Medium), 2048 x 1536 pixels (Large), 320 x 240 (Movie). Sensitivity: Equivalent to ISO 50/100/200/400. Image Quality Modes: Normal, Fine, SuperFine. File Format: Design rule for Camera File system (DCF*). Image Recording Format: Still Image: JPEG or Raw; Movie: AVI. Recording Media: CompactFlash™ (CF) Card, Type I and II. Image Storage Capacity: Small/N



Small/F



Small/SF



Middle/N



Middle/F



Middle/SF



88KB



156KB



273KB



174KB



329KB



591KB



FC-8M



79



46



26



41



22



12



FC-16M



161



94



54



84



45



25



FC-32M



323



189



109



170



91



51



FC-64M



648



379



220



342



183



103



FC-128M



1,298



760



441



684



368



207



340MB



3,639



2,079



1,212



1,898



1,015



581



Large/N



Large/F



Large/SF



RAW



Movie



468KB



943KB



1,722KB



2,469KB



-



15



7



3



2



30 sec.



File Size



(IBM® 340MB Microdrive™)



Viewfinder Lamp



Spot Metering/ Enlarge Button Macro/JUMP Button Omni Selector



Diopter Adjustment Lever



CF Card Slot Cover



Flash/Index Button



SET Button Menu Button AE Lock/ FE Lock Button Exposure/ White Balance/ AEB/Flash Exposure Compensation Button



LCD Monitor



DISPLAY Button



MF (Manual Focus) Button Speaker



Terminal



DIGITAL Terminal DC IN Terminal



A/V OUT Terminal



LCD Panel Red-Eye Reduction Icon Flash ON/OFF Icon Spot Metering Icon Shutter Speed/Movie Shooting Time Display



Single Shot/ Continuous Shot Icon Wireless Controller Icon Aperture Setting Display



AE Lock/FE Lock Icon JPEG Compression Icon Resolution Icon Raw Icon White Balance Icon (Auto/Preset) AEB Icon Macro Mode Icon Flash Exposure Compensation Icon



Manual Focus Icon Battery Charge State Icon Information Display Custom White Balance Display Exposure Compensation Level/AEB Level/ Flash Exposure Compensation Level Display



File Size FC-8M FC-16M



2



15



8



5



62 sec.



FC-32M



64



32



17



11



124 sec.



FC-64M



130



64



35



24



250 sec.



FC-128M



261



130



71



49



502 sec.



727



366



200



140



1,408 sec.



340 MB ®



™



(IBM 340MB Microdrive )



Note: N=Normal F=Fine SF=SuperFine Storage capacity varies depending on the scene or the subjects. This data is estimated from Canon’s standard shooting conditions.



Shooting Modes: Auto, Creative (P, Av, Tv, M), Image (Pan-focus, Portrait, Landscape, Night Scene, Black & White, StitchAssist, Movie), Continuous (1.7 fps). Playback Modes: Single, Multi Images (9 thumbnails), Magnification (approx. 2.5x or 5x on built-in LCD monitor) or Slide Show. Erase Modes: Single Image, All Images. Interfaces: USB, RS-232C/RS-422, Audio/Video Output (NTSC or PAL selectable, monaural audio) and CF card slot (complied with CF Type II standard). Lens: 7-21mm, f/2.0-f/2.5 zoom lens (equivalent to 34-102mm in 35mm format). Shutter Speed: 8-1/1000 sec. 8 sec. shutter is available in Shutter Priority mode or Manual mode. High speed shutter from 1/500 to 1/1000 sec. are available only at F8 setting. Slow shutter of 1.3 sec. and more operates with noise reduction. Autofocus: TTL (Through-The-Lens) AF. AF lock and Manual focus are available. Focus Range: Normal AF: 2.3ft./70cm to infinity; Macro AF: 0.2ft./6cm (WIDE), 0.7ft./20cm to 2.3ft./70cm (TELE); Manual focus: 0.2ft./6cm (WIDE), 0.7ft./20cm to infinity (TELE). Light Metering Method: Center-weighted average metering or Spot metering. Exposure Control: Program AE, Shutter priority AE, Aperture priority AE or Manual exposure control; AE Lock is available. Compensation: +/- 2.0 EV in 1/3-step increments. Auto Exposure Bracketing (AEB) is available. Built-in Flash: Operation modes: Auto, Red-Eye Reduction Auto, Red-Eye Reduction ON, ON or OFF. Flash Range: 0.7 - 4.5m (W), 0.7 - 3.6m (T) (When sensitivity is set to ISO 100 equivalent.) Terminals for External Flash: Sync-terminals at accessory shoe. Use of following external flashes is recommended: Canon Speedlite 220EX, 380EX, 420EX and 550EX. White Balance Control: TTL Auto White Balance, Pre-set White Balance (available settings: Daylight, Cloudy, Tungsten, Fluorescent, or Flash), or Custom White Balance. Optical Viewfinder: Real-image optical zoom viewfinder, approx. 84% coverage. Magnifications: 0.31x (WIDE) to 0.93x (TELE). LCD Viewfinder: 1.8-inch low-temperature polycrystalline silicon TFT color LCD. Power Sources: Rechargeable lithium-ion battery (BP-511) or AC. Dimensions: 4.7(W) x 3.0(H) x 2.5(D) in. / 119.7(W) x 76.8(H) x 63.8(D) mm. Weight: Approx. 14.8oz./420g (camera body only). * “DCF” is an abbreviation of “Design rule for Camera File system” standardized by Japan Electronic Industry Development Association (JEIDA). All data are based on Canon’s Standard Test Method. Subject to change without notice. Canon, PowerShot and “are you digital yet?” are trademarks of Canon Inc. All other products and brand names are registered trademarks, trademarks, or service marks of their respective owners.
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Démonter HP Elitebook 840 G1 

dommages en cas de déversement à l'systemboard, haut-parleurs, et le capot supérieur.. Étape 14 — Retirez les trois vis Systemboard. Ils sont entourés en ...










 








NOÃ‹L 1914 

C h r is t m a s â€¢. Kerstm is â€¢. W eih n a c h t e n. â€¢. 14. Quatre soldats, quatre rÃ©cits : un soir de paix dans les tranchÃ©es. GÃ©raldine Elschner. FrÃ¨res d'un soir ...










 








MANUAL_FREESKI PERFORMANCE G1.indd 

17 avr. 2014 - sur l'anneau arriÃ¨re du chausson tout en enfonÃ§ant le pied dans .... P.E.D ZONE C1, RUE DU KIELL 60, 6790 AUBANGE, BELGIUM. WWW.










 








1914 - Amazon Web ... 

En 1914, dans la France de la Belle Epoque, le régime républicain constitue un ciment. Malgré l'hostilité des nationalistes et l'agitation ouvrière et anarchiste, ...










 








Belles - 1914-1918 

Voilà l'armée qui, demain sinon aujourd'hui, saura vain— cre, car elle le peut, .... L'air aujourd'hui est pur, le ciel est net et le soleil brille de toutes ses forces et ...










 








1914 02 Aout 

bataille gÃ©nÃ©rale se prÃ©pare pour cette nuit ou demain peut-Ãªtre. ... trÃ¨s mal fait par la faute de nos gradÃ©s. BÃ©tise de ...... Est ce lÃ  les bienfaits de la guerre !
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Vertigo Years : Europe, 1900-1914 

six car is only half in the frame, the background smudged and strangely dis- tended. He puts the photo .... Imagine yourself looking at the years 1900 to 1914 without the long shadows ...... lightly build captors. â€œSmart degenerates,â€� he muttered










 








760972 G1 Laundry 8lb 1506 USCA 

Highly concentrated and biodegradable, low phosphate. Altamente concentrado y biodegradable, bajo en fosfato. Fortement concentrÃ© et biodÃ©gradable, faible.










 








Remplacement HP ProOne 600 G1 Fan 

28 sept. 2016 - Ce guide explique comment remplacer le ventilateur dans votre HP ProOne. RÃ©digÃ© par: Victor Chacon. INTRODUCTION. Si votre ordinateur ...










 








HP EliteOne 800 G1 RAM remplacement 

Ce guide vous montrera comment remplacer une unitÃ© de RAM dans le HP EliteOne 800 G1. Il y a beaucoup de petites piÃ¨ces retirÃ©es au cours de ce guide, ...










 








Remplacement HP Elitebook 840 G1 Batterie 

Remplacement HP Elitebook 840 G1 Batterie. Remplacement de la batterie sur votre G1 HP Elitebook 840. RÃ©digÃ© par: Ashley Williams. Remplacement HP ...










 








HP ProOne 600 G1 RAM remplacement 

Ce guide vous montre comment faire pour supprimer la mémoire vive de l'ordinateur. Rédigé par: Claire Crocker. HP ProOne 600 G1 RAM remplacement.










 








1141242 Rapport G1 G2 AVP - AWS 

Morphologie : Replat. • Typologie : Plateau morainique. [La typologie du site définit un domaine où la géologie correspond à une même logique de formation (grandes vallées alpines, bassins péri-alpins, versants…)] • Contexte : ... Terre végétale sur 










 








avant 1914 pendant et pdf 

Save As PDF Ebook avant 1914 pendant et today. And You can Read Online avant 1914 pendant et PDF file for free from our online library avant 1914 pendant ...










 








Programme concert fin juillet 1914 

iours syncope': avec la premiere manie du deuxiem' emps, il en resulmit, pour la melÃ³die, une division binaire, tandis que l'aceompnement maintenait .avec per-.










 








Vias de 1914 Ã  1918 

-Maquette : Jean Louis Roque. * - Correcteur : GÃ©rard.Jourdan. Sommaire. Page 1 â€“ En guise d'avant-propos. Page 2 â€“ Le grand dÃ©part. Page 3 â€“ La guerre.
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Le continent africain en 1914 

Possession belge. Possession allemande. Possession italienne. Ã‰tat indÃ©pendant ... CONGO BELGE. AFRIQUE-. ORIENTALE. ALLEMANDE. MADAGASCAR.










 








The Leeds Rent Strike of 1914 

The birth of the tenants movement in the series of rent strikes from the 1880s to ..... Labour was still using its part in resisting the rent rises as propaganda to win ...
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Art Nouveau Tiles C 1890 1914 

Get free access to PDF Art Nouveau Tiles C 1890 1914 at our Ebook Library. PDF File: Art Nouveau Tiles C 1890 1914. 1/1. ART NOUVEAU TILES C 1890 1914 ...
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